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Location: Spain,  Granada

Job type: Full Time

We are looking to hire several engineers to join our R&D center in Granada, with different levels of experience – from

associate to senior software engineers.

As a Software Engineer / Developer you are integral part of the Scrum team and continuously deliver software based on

user stories. You will contribute to the quality of the user stories focusing on the need for clean and maintainable software.

You will be an active participant in daily stand-ups and iteration planning meetings. As a Software Engineer / Developer at

Unit4 you will embrace the fun challenge of working with different worldwide developers and be exposed to different

cultures.

What you will do

n this job, you will join one of Unit4’s R&D Centers! As a Software Engineer / Developer, you will be part of the development

and maintenance of Unit4 products. For this, you will work from our Granada office, you will interact with various other

teams and colleagues, for example from Poland - where there’s another R&D Center.

Working as Developer, you will have an assigned mentor and receive multiple trainings as, for example, Test Driven

Development (TDD) and Behaviour Driven Development (BDD).

You will develop code following Agile Software Development, and you will join in daily stand-ups and iteration planning. You

will participate in different projects, some of them, with the most recent cloud service platforms, like Azure.

 

In this job, you will work together with a team of developers and testers, who are eager to share their knowledge and

experience and also to learn from you. You will be responsible for code reviews and your code will be reviewed by your

colleagues. You will also refine user stories with the team!

As a Software Engineer / Developer, you will work closely with Product Management (PM) to create code for solutions that

meet the needs and wants of our customers, all over the world.

To be successful in this job, you will work with your team to guarantee the quality of the code delivered and respond

immediately if checked in code causes broken build or test. You will also inform your Engineering Manager if you and the

team are not able to deliver on time and on quality.
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Your Profile

You have a have a minimum of 3 years of higher education within information technology and/or equivalent relevant

experience within software development, which means that you have knowledge or experience of agile development

methodologies, including Scrum, TDD, and/or BDD

You have experience in a corporate environment and you are proficient in C#, .Net Framework, OOP in general, SQL,

Javascript, HTML5, CSS3; We will provide you with different trainings to keep progressing your career, not only related to

our products but also technology related and soft skills training.

Having experience in Javascript frameworks (such as Angular, ExtJs, NodeJS, React, etc.) and knowledge of REST and/or

GraphQL will be an asset, as well as your knowledge in TFS and continuous integration tools or cloud technologies (Azure).

Your knowledge in Financial business solutions or ERP and your experience with Microservice architectures, Message

based architectures or Machine learning will be appreciated.

You have the desire for an international career at our offices in Granada, so your English skills are good. You easily connect

with others and work in a team - you will have colleagues from different countries and cultures.

We offer

In our offices in Granada, you will find a great, young and energetic team! You will find a team that allows high level of

flexibility and independence where work/life balance is in focus - this means that you're the one responsible to manage

your working hours (Flexi Time), and you can even work from home every now and then. And in July and August, you can

enjoy more time for yourself as we have reduced working hours in these months.

Because we care about your well-being and development, you will have access to training to develop yourself personally

and professional and you will have fresh fruit and coffee every day. You will also enjoy extra days of holidays depending on

your seniority (up to 28 days).

You will find a team that comes from a diverse background, sharing a passion and drive for innovation and quality. Check

out our Bug Conquest https://vimeo.com/201849957

There is also time for you to have fun participating in social events organized by our Unit4Fun group, time for solidarity

causes with our Unit4Cares group, time for sports with Unit4Moves and time to be conscious about the role of women in

technology with our Business Women Network.
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